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ABSTRACT
Background: We have identified, in melanomas, a set of genes encoding proteins that mediate
mechanical barrier function in normal skin (barrier molecule genes, BMGs) and whose overexpression
is associated with decreased immune signatures and shorter patient survival. The most overexpressed of
these, filaggrin (FLG), is expressed on chromosome 1q21.3, which also encodes genes of the epidermal
differentiation complex (EDC). EDC genes may be regulated by the transcription factors (TFs) AHR and
ARNT. We hypothesized that ARNT-related genes would be expressed concordantly with BMG and EDC
genes, inversely associated with immune signatures, and enhanced by 1q21.3 copy gain.
Methods: Gene expression data from human melanomas in the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), and
a validation GEO dataset were evaluated, with copy number profiles from TCGA. Expression of Th1
immune genes and BMG/EDCs at 1q21.3 was visualized using clustered copy number and mRNA
profiles. Associations of clusters and 1q21.3 copy number with patient survival and mRNA expression
were assessed using Kaplan Meier curves, log-rank tests, and Wilcoxon rank sum tests.
Results: BMGs are concordantly expressed with EDC genes. Clustering divided tumors into 4 categories: (1)
ImmuneHI, (2) BMG/EDCHI, (3) ARNTHI, (4) Mixed. Both ARNTHI and BMG/EDCHI tumors had low immune
signatures and significantly shortened survival. KLF4 and FOXF2 are putative TFs that may regulate these
genes.
Conclusions: ARNTHI tumors may represent another subset of tumors, in addition to BMG/EDCHI tumors,
with barriers to immune infiltrates, likely with different mechanisms. These genes have prognostic
significance and may be relevant targets for future therapy.
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Introduction

Melanoma metastases lacking immune cell infiltrates are less
responsive to immune therapy and are more likely to be lethal.1−5

Thus, there is a need to understand barriers to immune infiltration.
Several such barriers have been proposed, including activation of
WNT/β-catenin signaling6,7 and overexpression of endothelin
receptor B (EDNRB).8,9 However, prior work did not demonstrate
a survival effect when either of these gene sets were overexpressed.
Additionally, we previously identified a set of 8 genes that are
upregulated dramatically in a subset of melanomas lacking Th1
immune gene signatures: overexpression of these genes is also
associated with poor survival.10 These genes encode proteins that
mediate mechanical barrier functions in normal skin: filaggrin
(FLG), dystonin (DST), plakophilin-3 (PKP3), desmocollin-3
(DSC-3), desmoplakin (DSP), trop-2 (TACSTD2), junction plako-
globin (JUP), and periplakin (PPL) and are expressed primarily in
a mutually exclusive manner from WNT/β-catenin genes.10 Their
gene products are key components of desmosomes or tight junc-
tions, and these genes are referred to here as barrier molecule genes
(BMGs). The mechanisms governing BMG overexpression may

advance our understanding of their role in melanoma progression
and whether their overexpression can be reversed therapeutically.

The most upregulated of these BMGs is FLG,10 which is
encoded on chromosomal locus 1q21.3. Interestingly, 1q21.3 is
a reported susceptibility locus in melanoma, based on single
nucleotide polymorphisms in this region.11 Other genes on
1q21.3 code for proteins involved in terminal differentiation of
keratinocytes and represent the epidermal differentiation com-
plex (EDC).12–14 These are all co-expressed in keratinocytes, as
are FLG and the other BMGs; however, we are not aware of any
studies that have assessed whether they are concordantly
expressed in melanomas. Interestingly, genomic analysis of mel-
anomas by TCGA investigators defined 3 melanoma subgroups,
one of which was a “keratin” subtype; however, that analysis did
not address details of the EDC or the BMGs.4 We hypothesized
that EDC genes would be concordantly upregulated with BMGs
in a subset of human melanomas, and that they would thus
similarly be inversely associated with lack of Th1 immune sig-
natures in those tumors.

Concordant expression of the 8 BMGs that we originally
reported10 suggests the possibility of global upregulation, possibly
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mediated by common transcription factors (TFs) or copy number
amplification. In keratinocytes, upregulation of EDC gene expres-
sion during atopic dermatitis has been reported to be mediated by
the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) and aryl hydrocarbon
receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT),14,15 which heterodimerize
and translocate, as an AHR:ARNT complex, to the nucleus.16

Also, there is evidence that EDC gene expression may be
enhanced by other TFs, including krüppel-like factor 4 (KLF4),
GATA3, GRHL3, AP1, and NRF2, among others.14 However, the
effects of these TFs on BMGs outside 1q21.3 or on EDC genes in
human melanomas is unclear. We hypothesized that ARNT
would promote BMG/EDC expression in melanomas and would
thus be overexpressed in BMG/EDCHi melanomas. Alternatively,
we hypothesized that copy number variation in the 1q21.3 locus
may result in EDC gene overexpression in some patients’ mela-
nomas and may be associated with worse clinical outcomes. To
address these hypotheses, we tested whether BMG, EDC, and
AHR/ARNT genes are co-expressed in melanomas and are asso-
ciated with clinical outcome. We also assessed copy number
variation at chromosome 1q21.3 and enrichment for TF binding
sites in the promoter regions of BMG, EDC, andARNT associated
genes that may explain concordant overexpression of those genes.

Materials and methods

RNA-seq, GISTIC copy number variation, and patient
survival analysis

RNA-seq data from 471 patients with cutaneous melanoma were
available from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) at cbioportal.
org using the TCGA Provisional data set.17,18 RNA-seq data were
downloaded for the genes in the WNT/β-catenin pathway,
endothelin receptor B (EDNRB),8,19 EDC pathway,12–14 BMGs,10

ARNT-related genes, and Th1 immune genes, using our user-

defined lists as inputs for gene query.1,10,20 WNT/β-catenin genes
were curated from a publicly available list.6,21 Because ARNT was
contained in cluster IV as shown in Figure 1, we named this gene
set “ARNT-related genes”. Heatmaps were generated using unsu-
pervised hierarchical clustering with Pearson correlation distance
metric and Ward clustering method (“Ward.D” method using
hclust in R). Affymetrix mRNA expression profiles from a cohort
of 83 patients with melanoma were available from GEO with the
GEO Series accession number GSE8401 and served as a validation
study. The RNA expression profiles were converted to normalized
Z-scores before being analyzed further.22 Only 54 of the 72 genes
of interest were probed on the array in the validation study, and
some genes had multiple probe sets. The genes that were not
available in the validation data set, and therefore were excluded,
were: ANXA8, C1ORF43, CD8B, FLG2, GRHL3, KPRP, LCE1C,
LCE2A, LCE3A, LCE3C, LCE3D, LCE3E, PGLYRP3, RPTN,
S100A7A, SPRR2E, SPRR2G, and SPRR4. Copy number profiles
from 354 patients with metastatic melanoma were available from
TCGA. Our gene set included BMG/EDC genes located on chro-
mosome 1q21.3, as well as the 150 genes located on chromosome
1q21.3. Copy number gain was defined as greater than or equal to
+1 (triploid), and a heatmap was generated using hierarchical
clustering with a Euclidean distance metric and Ward clustering
method. Associations of clusters with patient survival were
assessed with Kaplan Meier curves and log-rank tests.

Transcription factor binding site enrichment analysis

TF motif enrichment was performed by inputting BMG/EDC
and ARNT-related genes into oPOSSUM Human Single Site
Analysis package.23 The top 10 and bottom 10 TF results were
selected for further analysis. Boxplots and Wilcoxon rank sum
test were used to assess associations of 1q21.3 copy number
gain with mRNA z-score. Box plots and scatterplots were

Figure 1. WNT/β-catenin pathway genes are expressed discordantly from barrier molecule and epidermal differentiation complex genes in melanomas. Heatmap of
RNA-seq data from 471 patients with melanoma from the TCGA generated by hierarchical clustering of genes (x-axis) and patients (y-axis) identifies tumor clusters
with high barrier molecule gene expression that is independent of WNT/β-catenin pathway gene expression.
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generated in R. Linear regression was applied to fit the
Z-score data shown in Figure 4(e).

Results

Screening for genes upregulated in tumors without
immune signatures

In a prior analysis of gene expression in human melanomas,
we screened 200 genes with greatest variability across
samples24 and calculated mean levels for each, across each of
three tumor subgroups.10 Group 1 tumors had high immune
signatures, while groups 2 and 3 had low expression of
immune genes. Expression in group 2, which lacked immune
signatures, was divided by mean expression of 200 genes with
greatest variance in the other groups to calculate fold increase.
Only group 2 had significant patterns of upregulation of
variably expressed genes, while groups 1 and 3 did not.
Genes with 4.5-fold or greater expression in group 2 were
selected for further study and are listed in Supplemental
Table 1. These extend beyond our initial report on 8
BMGs.10 We refer to this larger dataset as the “extended
BMGs.”

WNT/β-catenin pathway genes are discordantly
expressed from BMGs in melanomas

In our prior study, BMG overexpression was largely dis-
cordant from WNT/β-catenin gene overexpression.10 For
the present study, we evaluated the extended BMGs
(n = 57, Supplemental Table 1), EDC genes on 1q21.3
(n = 50, Supplemental Table 2), EDNRB, Th1 immune
genes (n = 18), and a large set of WNT/β-catenin genes
(n = 131, Supplemental Table 3) for concordant or dis-
cordant expression in melanomas, using TCGA data
(n = 471 patients). We hypothesized that extended BMGs
and EDC genes would be (a) co-expressed with the 8
BMGs, (b) upregulated in melanomas lacking Th1 immune
gene signatures, and (c) discordantly expressed from WNT/
β-catenin pathway genes, suggesting different mechanisms
of barriers to immune cell exclusion. We found that
a subset of tumors had high Th1 immune gene expression
and low expression of EDC, BMG, and WNT/β-catenin
genes (Figure 1, Cluster II). Another subset concordantly
upregulated both extended BMG and EDC genes, and
lacked Th1 immune signatures (Cluster I). WNT/β-catenin
genes were sporadically overexpressed in some other
tumors lacking a Th1 immune gene signature and included
AHR (Cluster V). Another cluster of 7 EDC genes from
1q21.3 (cluster IV) had striking concordant upregulation in
yet another subset of melanomas lacking immune signa-
tures. The Cluster IV genes include ARNT, so we refer to
this cluster as “ARNT-related genes” (Figure 1). Further, we
found that the extended BMGHI patient cluster (BMGHI

ImmuneLO) had significantly shorter overall survival than
ImmuneHI BMGLO tumors (Supplemental Figure 1).

Discordance of ARNT and BMG/EDC upregulation and
survival associations

WNT/β-catenin genes were not concordantly overexpressed in
any subset. Rather, among the Cluster V tumors, small numbers
of WNT/β-catenin genes were overexpressed in different
tumors. Since these expression patterns were sporadic, we
repeated unsupervised hierarchical clustering of RNA-seq data
from TCGA melanomas with genes representing clusters I, II,
and IV. This divided tumors into 4 clusters: (1) ImmuneHI, (2)
BMG/EDCHI, (3) ARNTHI, and (4) Mixed (Figure 2(a)). Seven
ARNT-related genes clustered with DST, FGF4, GCG, and
SPRR4, where SPRR4 is on 1q21.3. The remaining BMG/EDC
genes were concordantly overexpressed, but ARNT-related
genes clustered separately from them. As seen in the larger
hierarchical clustering (Figure 1), ARNTHI melanomas and
BMG/EDCHI melanomas again had low Th1 immune signa-
tures, and ImmuneHI tumors had low expression of both BMG/
EDC and ARNT-related genes (Figure 2(a,b)). This suggests
independent mechanisms of immune exclusion in the BMG/
EDCHI and ARNTHI patients and that ARNT may not regulate
BMG/EDC gene expression in these melanomas.

Median overall survival was 160, 90, 68, and 46 months,
respectively, for ImmuneHI ARNTHI, Mixed, and BMG/EDCHI

tumor clusters, and was significantly shorter for BMG/EDCHI

patients than ImmuneHI (p = .0005) and ARNTHI (p = .0392,
Figure 2(c)). Patient survival was also significantly worse for
ARNTHI than ImmuneHI tumors (p = .0003).

This analysis was repeated using publicly available data
from GEO with RNA expression profiles for 83 patients
with melanoma. Similar clustering occurred in tumors, divid-
ing them into 4 groups: (1) ImmuneHI, (2) BMG/EDCHI, (3)
ARNTHI, and (4) Mixed (Supplemental Figure 2a). The
genes also demonstrated nearly identical clustering patterns
with few exceptions (four additional genes clustering with
ARNT-related genes: TACSTD2, CD4.1, SERPINB13.3, and
CALML3). A low Th1 immune signature was characteristic of
BMG/EDCHI and ARNTHI melanomas (Supplemental Figure
2b). Overall survival was significantly shorter for Mixed
(p = .0094) and ARNThi (p = .0192) tumors versus
ImmuneHI, but not in BMG/EDCHI compared to ImmuneHI

tumors (Supplemental Figure 2c).

Copy number gain at 1q21.3 locus contributes to
upregulation of BMG/EDC and ARNT-related genes in
metastatic melanoma

The association of chromosome 1q with copy number amplifi-
cations in melanomas25-28 and identification of BMG and EDC
genes on chromosome 1q21.3, led us to hypothesize that copy
number gain at this 1q21.3 may be a mechanism of upregulation
of BMG/EDC and/or ARNT genes in patients with metastatic
melanoma. Of 328 patients with metastatic melanoma, 52% had
copy number gain encompassing the entirety of chromosome
1q21.3 (Figure 3(a); Supplemental Table 4), while 4% (n = 14)
had deep deletions, and 44% (n = 143) were diploid. Among
patients with 1q21.3 copy gains, 94% (n = 179) were triploid and
6.3% (n = 12) were tetraploid. Survival was significantly
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decreased for tumors with four copies of 1q21.3 compared to
diploid (Figure 3(b), p = .0198). However, there was no signifi-
cant survival difference between triploid and diploid cases. This
suggests that marked amplification of chromosome 1q21.3 may
be a marker of poor prognosis in melanoma.

Of 43 genes that are concordantly upregulated in the BMG/
EDCHI cluster, 4 of 21 extended BMGs and 20 of the 22 EDC genes
are located at chromosome 1q21.3. We tested whether copy

number gain of 1q21.3 explains upregulation of BMG/EDC genes
in BMG/EDCHI tumors. Amplification of 1q21.3 was associated
with higher mRNA expression of BMG/EDC genes on 1q21.3 in
61% of patients (Figure 4(a), p = .0469). Similarly, copy number
gain at 1q21.3 was associated with increased expression of ARNT-
related genes (Figure 4(b), p = 1.2e-07). Thus, copy number gain
may be a mechanism for increased expression of both ARNT-
related genes and BMG/EDC genes.

Figure 2. Barrier molecule and epidermal differentiation complex genes cluster together but are expressed discordantly from ARNT-related genes in melanomas. (a)
Heatmap of RNA-seq data from 471 patients with metastatic melanoma from the TCGA generated by hierarchical clustering of genes (x-axis) and patients (y-axis)
identifies 4 tumor clusters based on mRNA expression in gene subsets: Mixed (n = 174), BMG/EDCHI (n = 56), ImmuneHI (n = 62), and ARNTHI (n = 180). (b) Violin
plots show distributions of mRNA expression data (c) and Kaplan Meier curves with survival data for patients across 4 clusters of tumors. Differences were assessed by
log rank tests.

Figure 3. Chromosome 1q21.3 copy number gain contributes to global upregulation of ARNT-related genes and BMG/EDCs. (a) Heatmap of copy number profiles
across genes at chromosome 1q21.3 (x-axis) and patients (y-axis) generated by hierarchical clustering in patients with metastatic melanomas from the TCGA. Deep
deletion (−1) is indicated with dark blue, diploid (0) with white, triploidy (1) with light red, and tetraploidy (2) with dark red. (b) Kaplan Meier curves with survival
data for patients with deep deletion (−1), diploidy (0), triploidy (+1), or tetraploidy (+2). Differences were assessed by log rank tests.
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KLF4 is a putative transcriptional regulator of BMG/EDC
genes

The discordant expression of ARNT-related genes and of AHR
from BMG/EDC genes did not support AHR or ARNT as regula-
tory TFs for BMG/EDC genes in a subset of patients (Figure 2(a)).
Additionally, we performed functional studies with AHR agonists/
antagonists to test whether they may regulate the BMG/EDC genes
in vitro. However, preliminary experiments did not support the
role of AHR as a regulatory TF (data not shown). Thus, we
explored whether other TFs may explain upregulation of BMG/
EDCgenes. TFmotif enrichment analysis was performed onBMG/
EDCHI tumors (n = 55) and identified KLF4 as a putative regula-
tory TF (Table 1) based on significantly increased prevalence of
binding sites in 26 (61%) of those genes. mRNA z-scores of KLF4
motif-enriched genes BMG/EDC (n = 26) were upregulated com-
pared to non-enriched genes (Figure 4(c), p = 8.6e-15). Other TFs
with increased binding sites in genes in the BMG/EDCHI cluster
were identified (Table 1). Interestingly, binding sites for ARNT and
IRF1 were highly de-enriched (i.e., occurring below background
frequencies) in promoter regions of BMG/EDC genes (Table 1).
KLF4 co-expression with representative genes from each gene
cluster was assessed. KLF4 expression was not significantly corre-
lated with CD8A (Immune) or ARNT (Figure 5(a,b)); however, it
correlated significantly with FLG expression (Figure 5(c)). These
findings raise the possibility that KLF4 may enhance BMG/EDC
gene expression.

FOXF2 is a putative transcriptional regulator of
ARNT-related genes

To identify, in silico, possible TFs supporting upregulation of
ARNT-related genes, TF motif enrichment was repeated for
ARNTHI tumors (n = 180). FOXF2 was identified as a putative

regulatory TF, along with other TFs (Table 1). To assess whether
FOXF2 may contribute to upregulation of ARNT-related genes
and the 4 other genes that clustered with them in the ARNTHI

cluster, mRNA z-scores of FOXF2 motif-enriched genes (6 or
54.5% of ARNT-related genes) to non-enriched genes (5 or
45.5% of ARNT-related genes) were compared. FOXF2 motif-
enriched genes were significantly upregulated compared to
others (Figure 4(d), p = 2.2e-16), suggesting that FOXF2 may
promote expression of some ARNT-related genes. Binding sites
for KLF4, IRF1, HIF1A:ARNT dimer, and others were highly de-
enriched in promoter regions of ARNT-related genes (Table 1).
Interestingly, FOXF2 expression was significantly anti-
correlated with CD8A and positively correlated with ARNT

Figure 4. Chromosome 1q21.3 copy number gain, KLF4, and FOXF2 are potential mechanisms of upregulation of ARNT-related genes and BMG/EDC genes in
melanoma. Boxplot of mRNA expression of BMG/EDC genes associated with no copy gain or copy number gain (a) or to KLF4 motif enrichment and non-enrichment
(b). Boxplot of mRNA expression of ARNT-related genes associated with no copy gain or copy number gain (c) or to FOXF2 motif enrichment and non-enrichment (d).
(e) Scatterplot of significantly enriched (Z-score > 10) or de-enriched (Z-score < −10) transcription factor motifs for BMG/EDC genes or ARNT-related genes identified
using oPOSSUM.

Table 1. Enriched and de-enriched transcription factors in promoter regions for
BMG/EDCHI and ARNTHI melanomas.

BMG/EDC Genes ARNT-Related Genes

Transcription Factor Z-Score Transcription Factor Z-Score

Enriched Klf4 30.733 FOXF2 17.618
Tcfcp2l1 23.684 PPARG 15.037
Zfx 15.586 znf143 14.986
T 15.379 ELF5 10.225
SP1 15.361 NFATC2 9.617
EBF1 15.224 HOXA5 9.282
ZEB1 11.961 NFE2L2 9.243
INSM1 11.123 FOXD1 9.148
RREB1 11.003 FOXA1 9.073
Tal1:Gata1 Dimer 9.961 TLX1:NFIC Dimer 8.684

De-Enriched Foxd3 −14.152 Klf4 −7.374
Nkx2-5 −12.848 Ddit3:Cebpa Dimer −6.313
HOXA5 −11.994 EBF1 −6.3
FOXI1 −11.684 RORA_2 −5.884
SRY −11.627 NR2F1 −5.877
ARID3A −9.869 IRF1 −5.798
NKX3-1 −8.772 NFYA −5.776
Arnt −7.571 HIF1A:ARNT Dimer −5.449
Pou5f1 −7.328 MIZF −5.4
IRF1 −7.225 HNF4A −4.775
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(Figure 5(d,e)). FOXF2 expression did not correlate with FLG
expression (Figure 5(f)). These findings suggest that FOXF2may
enhance expression of ARNT-related genes, but not immune or
BMG/EDC genes.

Reciprocal regulation of BMG/EDC genes and
ARNT-related genes

To explore whether anticorrelation of TF motif enrichment or
de-enrichment could account for discordant expression of the
BMG/EDC genes and the ARNT-related genes, a scatterplot
was generated for enriched and de-enriched TF motif
Z-scores, with Z-scores greater than 10 or less than −10 for
genes expressed in BMG/EDCHI and ARNTHI clusters, respec-
tively. There was significant anticorrelation between the motif
Z-scores associated with genes expressed in the BMG/EDCHI

and ARNTHI clusters (Figure 4(e)). There were significant
associations of IRF1 with CD8A, and of KLF4 with FLG,
and negative associations of FOXF2 vs. CD8A, and of IRF1
vs. FLG (Figure 5). These findings suggest that BMG/EDC
genes and ARNT-related genes may have reciprocal regula-
tion, which may be mediated by KLF4 and other TFs.

Discussion

We have found that EDC and extended BMGs are co-
expressed together and upregulated in the absence of an
immune gene signature in melanoma in two independent
studies. There was an absence of a survival effect in the
BMG/EDCHI group in the validation data set, which may be
due to the small study size or inability to control for other
prognostic factors. However, our other findings were

validated. Many BMGs and EDC genes are important for
terminal differentiation of keratinocytes and barrier function
in normal skin and are located at chromosomal locus 1q21.3.
Copy number amplification of 1q21.3 is weakly associated
with upregulation of 1q21.3 genes, which includes some
BMG/EDC and ARNT-related genes. Tetraploidy at this
locus is a marker of poor prognosis. Interestingly, 1q21.3
amplification has been identified in breast cancers at higher
risk of recurrence and may be actionable therapeutically.27

The absence of a survival effect in the BMG/EDCHI group
in the validation data set was explored further. Interestingly,
when metastatic melanomas were separated from primary
melanomas, median survival was shorter for BMG/EDCHI

metastases, but was not significant (P = .19), which can be
attributed to the small sample size (n = 3). Separation of the
small subset of tumors in the BMG/EDCHI group with a high
immune signature from those with a low immune signature
demonstrated greater median survival for BMG/EDCHI

tumors with a high immune signature and a survival curve
that also overlapped with ImmuneHI tumors. These findings
may partially be due to the small sample size, but the BMG/
EDCHI tumors with high immune signature are also all pri-
mary tumors, which also may explain some of the survival
differences. Limitations of our study include small sample size
of the validation study, differences in tumor composition
(primary versus metastasis), inability to control for other
prognostic factors, use of external data sets, and lack of con-
firmation of gene expression findings by immunohistochem-
ical staining of tumors.

Although AHR and ARNT have been reported to induce
BMG/EDC gene expression in keratinocytes,15,16 our in vitro
studies did not confirm that, and the discordant expression of

Figure 5. Co-expression of KLF4, FOXF2, HOXA5, and IRF1 with representative genes from Th1 immune, BMG/EDC, and ARNT-related gene clusters. RNA-seq data
from 471 patients with metastatic melanoma from the TCGA with mRNA expression of: KLF4 compared to CD8A (a), ARNT (b), and FLG (c); FOXF2 compared to CD8A
(d), ARNT (e), and FLG (f); HOXA5 compared to CD8A (g), ARNT (h), and FLG (i); and IRF1 compared to CD8A (j), ARNT (k), and FLG (l). R values are Pearson correlation
values.
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BMG/EDC genes from AHR and ARNT in melanomas suggests
that BMG/EDC expression is largely ARNT-independent.
Regardless, another novel finding is that ARNTHI melanomas
represent a large subset that lack a Th1 immune signature,
highlighting another subset of tumors, in addition to BMG/
EDCHI tumors, where barriers to immune infiltration exist
that may differ between these groups (Figure 2(a,b)). It will be
important for future studies to assess whether BMG, EDC, or
ARNT-related genes are mechanistically involved in barriers to
immune cell infiltrates or in tumor progression.

Understanding TFs responsible for upregulating these
genes will support these future studies and may enable ther-
apeutic interventions. Our in silico studies suggest that KLF4
may upregulate BMG/EDC overexpression. KLF4 has not
been well studied in melanomas; however, what little is
known suggests a pro-tumorigenic role.29,30 Other studies
support roles of KLF4 in decreasing apoptosis,29,31 and sup-
porting melanoma cell stemness.32 Additionally, KLF4 knock-
out is associated with loss of barrier function and aberrations
in keratinocyte differentiation in the skin and cornea.33–35

Thus, targeting KLF4 activation is a promising therapeutic
approach for melanomas with high BMG/EDC gene expres-
sion to reduce barriers to immune infiltrates and also to
mitigate the survival disadvantage conferred in this subgroup
of patients. Interestingly, KLF4 and FOXF2 may have
a potential antagonistic role toward β-catenin,36–38 and thus
may contribute to the discordant expression of BMG/EDC
genes and WNT/β-catenin genes.

This study identifies two distinct subsets of patients char-
acterized by high expression of BMG/EDC or ARNT-related
genes, each with a survival disadvantage and immune signa-
ture exclusion in melanomas. It also identifies 1q21.3 ampli-
fication as a contributory mechanism of upregulation of these
genes and poor prognostic factor, and potential regulatory
TFs KLF4 and FOXF2 that may act on these genes. Future
studies will define how BMG/EDC genes and ARNT-related
genes may interfere with immune cell infiltration and patient
survival in melanoma and other cancers.
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gesting that barriers to immune infiltrates may differ between these groups.
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